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Connection Ubuntu provides computer labs to students and entrepreneurs in Africa.

Even In A Pandemic

SAVE THE DATE—DEC 5th

Shepherd Thembo
Grade 10
CAT LEARNER
Advanced College
more on PAGE 2

Learn more at

*

* Zawadi is
the Swahili
word for
“The Gift”

https://giftsthatgivehope.org/lancaster
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SPOTLIGHT

Advanced College
South Africa

Classes offered in most recent quarter:
CAT (Computer Applications Technology)
Grade 12 = 9 learners
Grade 11 = 3 learners
Grade 10 = 3 learners
Other Uses of Computer Lab:
Whole school – research projects
Foundation Phase – basic maths, language prigrammes
Foundation Phase – basic computer skills
Whole school – reading programmes

Dear Connection Ubuntu,
We all know that computers are used widely in many careers. It is the best subject because
it provides skills that can be applied immediately in the classroom and the workplace.
We are also very thankful for the computers because they help very much and they make
things easier and faster. Having computers t the school gave us the ability to now do
research, send emails and enjoy the lessons about editing our assignments.
We love CAT because we get to know a lot of things. We get to learn how to make
posters – SOMETHING THAT I ENJOY A LOT! We also learn how to type – CAT
feels more like fun than learningJ
I enjoy computers because computers are part of everything we do these days. I believe
that I stand a very good chance at getting good job opportunities in future. I want to study
Computer Science and Engineering or do digital modeling.
Once again, thank you Connection Ubuntu for the difference you make in our lives.
Yours Sincerely,
Shepherd Thembo (see Shepherd’s picture on Page 1), Grade 10 CAT Learner
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As noted on the previous page,
Connection Ubuntu has furnished a
lab in South Africa for Advance College, in the Thabazimbi
area. Are you familiar with this area? Let’s take a look…
It is in the Limpopo province, South Africa,

Thabazimbi Population ~ 29,000

near the Botswana border. Thabazimbi is
situated in remote, semiarid country.
Advanced College sits across from the
Kumba plant. Kumba Iron Ore is an ironore mining company in South Africa. It is the
fourth largest iron-ore producer in the world
and the largest in Africa. Thabazimbi
means “mountain of iron” because of the
large iron ore reef that was discovered in 1919
by J.H. Williams. More than 2 million tons of
ore are mined every year.
The Marakele National Park is about 20 km
north-east of the town and situated in the
heart of Waterberg Mountains characterized
by contrasting mountain landscapes, hills and
valleys, as well a variety of wildlife.
Marakele is home to the big five (buffalo did
not exist in the park, but 20 disease-free buffalo (nine
cows and eleven bulls) were re-introduced on 15 October
2013) as well as sixteen species of antelopes and over 250
species of birds, including the largest colony of Cape griffon
vultures in the world (around 800 breeding pairs).
The Matlabas River runs through the park.
Sources: https://www.citypopulation.de/php/southafrica-limpopo.php?cityid=977002001; https://www.britannica.com/
place/Thabazimbi; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thabazimbi
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TESTIMONIAL
We are super excited that the school is
growing beyond our expectations. We
have no choice but to move to bigger
premises, as well as separating Primary
School and High School.
It brings about a couple of challenges,
which w e did not anticipate and we
might need extra computers to cater for
the bigger need.

Vanessa Esterhuizen

Principal/English Teacher
Advanced College

VISION STATEMENT

Ubuntu: “I am what I am because of
who we all are.”

Connection Ubuntu believes that the
world is a global community where all
members have the right and freedom to
be active and valuable participants
when given the technological tools and
knowledge needed for successful global
community engagement and local
community self-sufficiency.

Don’t’ forget to find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/ConnectionUbuntu/
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